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Brent Wadden, *To be titled, detail*, 2015.
COURTESY MITCHELL-INNES & NASH GALLERY

Opening: Brent Wadden at Mitchell-Innes & Nash Brent Wadden’s show (his first solo exhibition in New York) at Mitchell-Innes & Nash features eight new woven paintings by the Canadian, Berlin-based artist. What is a woven painting, you ask? It’s essentially a tapestry that thinks it’s a painting. A press release elucidates: “His abstract works complicate the painterly notion of surface, while reconsidering the concept of the handmade...the artist’s focus on form seeks to reinterpret traditional gender roles in art-making and craftsmanship.” Reinterpreting gender roles! Exciting. *Mitchell-Innes & Nash, 534 West 26th Street, 6-8 p.m.*